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Interview of Bill May

07/13/2004
[Material that is irrelevant to Los Tocayos Carlos and contains sensitive personal 
information about one or more persons has been removed.]
 

Kunkel – [Material removed]  Song played to Jury, 30 minutes.  DLR to call.  3 
executions, tried to get two to plead.  Quit DA because going after judge who was 
involved in a death.  Had enough to indict him.
 

Judge Max Spinnet – [Material removed]  D. Judge in FW.  
 

Brimmage execution – [Material removed].  Kid had alibi.  Defense shuts down 
the questions about the judge.  Case hung up in Ct App.

 
DAs have no idea about Kyles – win at any cost to get reelected.  Blakely.
 
Botary and Peña used to be partners.  Started a jury trial with a 79 record reading 

it.  This is a flash back in time.  Knows cops and all the perps.
 
Olivia Escobedo [Material removed]  Barely remembers the case. Just started in 

1979 so doesn’t remember that.
 
1986 – He indicted all the cases but gave it to ___________ to try.
 
Crazy law back then – speedy trial.  Issue was what an arrest was – 120 or 

150 days.  Judge may use added on earlier arrests to it.  Wouldn’t in court when that 
happened.  All cases to gj.  May did Andrade Webb.  

 
[Material removed]
 
Hector de Peña was totally incompetent.

 
HERNANDEZ
 

Botary made a tape in 1980.  He was in charge of tapes, record dist________.  
He’s off___ing with Peña and lost the tape.  Botary was in charge of the evidence locker.  
Grant ______.  Collusion – May ahead of Botary & pornography too.
 

Fingerprints, etc.  D. Ct. clekrs file 5th floor.  Or in archives.  Go to court 
reporter.  She’d probably have records.  When comes back, put it in closed file in clerk’s 
office.  If didn’t go up to court, it is in the DA’s office.
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DA might have stuff in evidence locker.

 
I’ll ask Carlos for it – 4 cases.

 
Doesn’t think PD has evidence.  Should go to DA or get order of destruction in 

DA’s file.  Ask police.
 

Carlos Hernandez.  Parole revocation because he had a knife.  Cop squirreled 
about where knife was and officer said no.  All his files in big computer.  Patrol officer 
stopped him and found knife.  (**Cause number***)  Carlos Hernandez completely 
incompetent by this point because he was an alcoholic.  I was scared of him.  Said shit 
that was totally incomprehensible.  I was scared of him – dangerous, very dangerous.
 

Jim Maddox is a friend of his.  He was represented by Maddox to become 
lawyer and he helped Maddox.
 

Paul Rivera:  don’t remember anything about anything – he’ll…
 

Jim Lawrence – doesn’t know any law.  Lots of appointed cases.  Not certified.  
Told him about alibi because that’s just the way Lawrence practiced law – subpoenas.
 

[Dr.] Kutznick [was pro-prosecution]. 'Malingering' = only disease [diagnosis for 
a criminal defendant] he knew of.
 

Plaisted later indicted and convicted of sexual abuse with a lady her ein Corpus 
Christi – abusing kids.
 
ARNOLD
 

Living Section – Right after her funeral, Sunday Living Section – Pueblo buried.  
He met her through his sister in Pueblo.  She’s a lawyer in Texas.  Blonde from Pueblo, 
Texas.
 

Greenberg made up the business about being robbed several months before.
 

Arnold box the last in my office.  “Greenberg” written on, marks a lot on it.  2 
boxes.  Files in boxes go to DA archives.  Tape from gj goes in that box.  Tape and 
transcript - only recorded testimony.  I’ll call her.  Cary Klingaman.  She did all the gj 
and tape and made transcript.  Given back to this and transcript goes into her file.  3 
weeks in Sweden.
 

First:  Larry Greenberg, Elliot Bornstein, Dale Greenberg (nailed down to story), 
4th witness.

 
Second:  Larry Greenberg later indicted for perjury.  4 seconds after he left, 
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arrested and cut deal in ______.  Had decent case on Dale.  Gun problems.  He said 
witness (Jensen) said he gave gun to May’s investigator Art Serrano – didn’t happen.  
Had to have something blonde – put weapon in his hands.  Wouldn’t do Laci Peterson 
case.
 

Bornstein ripped off Jensen’s sister and so May was not going to indict him.  
Jensen hears this from DA investigator, Jensen threatens to blackmail May.  We arrest 
Jensen for blackmail and search him and find the Judge Benich (from other case) passed 
May’s record to Jensen.  Gj investigates judge and got it from Sheriff.  Lies and changes 
and so gj indicts judge for retaliation.  Dismissed because of pressure from judge, so they 
took May off of capital murder case.
 

Greenberg-Jenson link.
 

Greenberg sent J to California in between first and second interview and told JA 
all of the facts of the case and that’s how he knew.  First time he confessed but didn’t 
know the case.  Asked for $ first time.  To make a good investigation.  Greenberg is 
dangerous; hire someone to get boxes.
 

Jensen will tell us about his trip.  Bill Jensen used to live in Austin.  Deputy 
Sheriff here.  
 

Catherine de Younger died.  Suspected of it begin a murder.  Stole her files.  
Greenberg?  Fallen down stairs.  Lives in controlled entry building – 24 hour guard.  How 
get in?  R.L. Garcia – homicide CCPD.  In his opinion, not a blow, but a fall – fractured 
skull.  There for 6 days.  Alive, unconscious – hospital, coma, dies.  First medical 
examiner says homicide.  Second autopsy comes out unknown.  Catherine’s daughter 
and son-in-law already there.  No prints.  Albert de Peña a friend of hers.  Missing files 
and purse.  Do medical examiners office autopsy.  Dale Greenberg…heard something 
on street.  Catherine de Younger heard about Jensen’s trip to California, working for 
Greenberg as investigator to California.  She knew a lot of things.  Coincidence?

 
Jensen is a braggart.  Make him famous; book/movie; fascinated.  Efficient 

investigator, he made the case against Jamarr.
 
Daniel [material removed] – my informant.  He’s going to take a dive for 

Greenberg or get killed by Greenberg like Catherine de Younger.  He’ll talk to me.  Brian 
[material removed] died – murdered in a prison gang fight. 

 
Daniel Evars (I’ll talk to him) said he wasn’t there.  Brian was.  But said Brian did 

it.  Knew why.
 
How do you know Jemarr was part of it?  Towel – rings stuffed in towel, 

apartment.  Alexander – rooming house.  Kray had stolen TV in hands of boarding house 
owner.  So that’s how they squeezed the rooming house.  Word on street had rings in his 
hands.
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Buried gun never found.  That was scam.  Never found.  Something about gun and 

misconduct by Art Garza.
 
***Article***  May found bullet (.32) in drawer.  That is fired into drawer to 

keep her gun out of her hand.  .32 falsl apart.  She goes for .38 – wrestling and goes off.
 
Boarding house stuff:  Why rings not put into evidence?  They didn’t have boxes.  

Boarding house guy said I got rings from J. Arnold.  
 
Elliot Borenstein – good friend of Art Serrano.  He had a police equipement – 

knew all the cops. Wheeler dealer.  Art Serrano retired from DA.  He’s excited about our 
int. re Greenberg.  Serrano hurt by this because of misconduct with gun.  Scared Art.

 
Don’t go nowhere.  Greenberg – don’t know what he does.  1991 – Came into ask 

how much it would take to get you off this.  Still around town.
 
Not clear rooming house man described as giving him the rings was not a 

mountain of a man.  Was normal sized AA man – could he be Evars??  Tray Alexander is 
only thing he had.  This would explain why the rooming house guy doesn’t testify.

 
Jemarr Arnold wrote May a letter asking him what happened.  Why would Jensen 

go out there?
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